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ONE-TO-ONE OPERATORS ON FUNCTION SPACES

STEPHEN T. L. CHOY

Abstract. For a Banach algebra A one-to-one operators with closed range on

C„(S, A) are characterized in terms of the associated vector measures given by the

Riesz Representation Theorems Multiplicatively symmetric operators are also

studied

1. Introduction. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff topological space and let A,

B be Banach algebras. Denote by C0(S, A) the algebra of continuous functions from

S to A vanishing at infinity endowed with the uniform norm. If A — C, the set of all

complex numbers, we simply write C0(S). Let C0(S) <§> A be the completion of the

algebraic tensor product C^S) ® A with respect to the least cross norm. Then

C0(S, A) = C0(S) ® A. where the equation indicates isometry between the two

spaces.

Continuous linear operators T: C0(S, A) — B are represented by measures m:

*i>(S) — l[A, B**] in, for example, Brooks and Lewis [4] and Batt and Berg [3];

where L&(S) is the a-algebra of Borel subsets of S and B** is the second dual of B.

Mapping properties of representing measures are studied, for example, by Bilyeu

and Lewis [2], Brooks and Lewis [4], Johnson [9] and the author [5].

A bounded linear operator T: C0(S, A) — C0(S, A) is called a multiplicatively

symmetric operator if T(fT(g)) = T(T(f)g) for all /, g G C0(S, A). Dhombres [6]

showed that multiplicatively symmetric operators coincide with exaves for the case

when 5 is compact, A = C and II7II = T(\) — 1. In §2 we characterize one-to-one

operators with closed range and multiplicatively symmetric operators which are

one-to-one in terms of their representing measures. An example is given in §3 to

explain Theorem 2.1. More interesting examples of representing measures may be

found, for example, in Brooks and Lewis [4].

Throughout this paper multiplication in the second dual of Banach algebras is

defined by the left Arens product. Duncan and Hosseiniun [8] is a convenient

reference for the Arens product.

2. One-to-one operators. For /' G C¿*(S, A), x E A, there is a unique regular

Borel measure p(x, /') such that jfdp(x, /') = f'(f-x) for /G C0(S). Therefore,

for e E ®(S), x E A, le ® x can be viewed as an element of C**(S, A) defined by

(\e ® x)(f) = p(x, /')(<?)■ Recall that T**(\e ® x) = m(e)x. Let <$(S) be the class

of all Borel partitions of S.
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Theorem 2.1. An operator T: CQ(S, A) — C()(S, A) is one-to-one and has a closed

range iff 2"=tm(e,)xl = 0 implies that x. — 0 for {<?,} G 9(S) and x, E A   with

\\X,\\  «1(1=   1,2,. ..,#!).

Proof. Suppose, for every 2"= ,(le ® x,). T**(2\e 9 x,) = 0 implies 2(1, ® x,)

— 0. Let gó be any element in C*(S, A) and let

M= [T**(2\e9 x,): {e,} E^(S),x,EA, ||x,|| < l}.

Then M is a linear subspace of C**(S, A). Define a linear functional f¿ on A/ by

/ov>*(2l,,®*,)) = (2l,,®*,)U).

Since T**(2.\e ® x,) = 0 implies 21,®*,= 0,/0' is well defined. Furthermore,

|/o(r**(21e,®x,))| = |(21P,®x,)(g0)|<||g0||.

Therefore f¿ is continuous on A/ and so can be extendedto a continuous linear

functional/' on C**(S, A). Since

/'(T**(2lf,®x,)) = (21f®x,)(g0),

we see, by taking the limit process, that

/'(T**(/))=/(g0)        (fEC0(S,A)).

Recall that T**(f) E C0(S, A) for all/ G C0(5, /I). Hence, when/' is considered as

a functional on C0(S, A), g'Q= T*f and so T* is an onto mapping. Therefore T is

a one-to-one operator with closed range [10, Theorem 4.14],

Conversely, suppose T is one-to-one with closed range and 1m(el)xl — 0. Then

T* is onto [10, Corollary of 4.12] and, for all/' G Q(S, A), T**(l\e ® *,)(/') = 0.

Let g' G C¿(S, A). Then there is/' G C0*(5, A) such that g' = T*f. Hence

(21,, ® *,)(*') = (21f, ® x,)(T*f) = T**(21f, ® *,)(/') = 0.

Thatis2(lf; 9x¡) = 0 in C0**(5, /4)andsox, = 0 for i = 1,... ,n [4, Lemma 2.1].

It is easy to verify by an argument similar to [5, Proposition 2.2] that T:

C0(S, A) - C0(S, A) is a multiplier iff T**: Q*(S, A) - C0**(5, A) is a multiplier.

Therefore T is a multiplier iff

(le.9x)(m(e2)y) = (m(e[)x)(ítl®y)

for all e,, e2 E(S>(S), x,y E A. The following theorem shows the difference between

multipliers and multiplicatively symmetric operators. Brooks and Lewis defined

supports, supp m, of weakly regular measures m and showed that supp m = supp T

in [4].

Theorem 2.2. A one-to-one operator T is multiplicatively symmetric iff

(\f1?x)(m(e2)y) = (m(ei)x)(\ei®y)

for all ex, e2 E <S(supp m) and x, y E A.

Proof. Suppose T is a one-to-one multiplicatively symmetric operator. Then

T(fT(g)) = T(T(f)g)    (f,gEC0(S,A)).
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Therefore fT(g) = T(f)g for all/, g G C0(S, A). Hence, by an argument similar

to [5, Proposition 2.1], FT"(G) = T"(F)G for all F, G E Q*(S, A). In particular

(le,9x)(m(e2)y) = (m(ei)x)(lei9y)

for all e,, e2 E <3à(supp m) and x, y E A.

Conversely,   suppose   (\e¡ ® x)(m(e2)y) = (m(ex)x)(\e^ 'Sty)   for   e,,   e2 E

ùJi(supp m ) and x, y E A. Then

(¿lí;®x,)(m(^)=(¿m(Ox,)(lf(®7;)

for e,, e] E ®(suppw), x,, «y G /L Since 21e ® x, E C0**(5, /I) for e, E <£(supp m)

and x, E A, each / G C0(supp m. A) can be considered as an element in C**(S. A ).

Using Bartle's Bounded Convergence Theorem, we see

f(m(eJ)yj) = r>*(f)(le9yJ)

and similarly f(T**(g)) = T**( f )g for/, g G C0(supp m. A). For each/ G C0(5, /I),

the restriction of / to suppw, fm, is in C0(suppw, A). Since T(f) = ffmdm =

T**(fm), we have T**(/m) G Q(S, /I) for every /G C0(S, /I). Therefore for /.

gEC0(S,A),

T(fT(g)) = f/T(G)dm = jfmT**(gm)dm

= JT**(fm)gmdm=JT(f)gdm

= T(T(f)g).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

3. Remarks. Theorem 2.1 is valid when A is only a Banach space. In the proof of

sufficiency of Theorem 2.2, T is not necessarily to be one-to-one. It is interesting to

determine whether Theorem 2.2 is true in general even if T is not one-to-one.

4. Example. The paper concludes with an example to illustrate Theorem 2.1. Let S

be the natural numbers equipped with the discrete topology, and let A be a Banach

space. Denote

\X(A)= \x=(x,):xtEAanà   f IU, II < ooj .
"

Then \X(A) is a Banach space with the norm defined by ||jc|| = 2IUJI for x — (xt).

It is shown by Dobrakov [7] that C^(S, A) = 1 ,(/!*).

Example 4.1. Let H be a Hilbert space, {a,,} be a sequence of complex numbers

converging to zero and \ an |*£ 1. Define T: C0(S, H) — C0(S, H) by

iy =(«,/,) (/=(/) g c0(s,h)).

Then the representing measure m of T is defined by m(E) — 2„e/.a„e", where

e" = (<?,") with e," = 0 if i # n and e* = 1. Then m: u.i\(S) - £[H. C0(S, H)] and
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< 2
i = N+ 1

m(E)x = (2neEane")x.Set

K= i 2 m(E,)x,: {£,} E^(S),xx EHand\\x,\\ <Sll.

Then A' C C0(S, H). We shall show that K is weakly conditionally compact. Recall

that a set in a Hubert space is relatively weakly sequentially compact iff it is

bounded.  Let  {y"} = {2^xm(E,n)x';}  be  in  K. Then each y" is of the  form

y" = (a,x"). For each /, {atx": «=1,2_} is bounded in H and so. without loss of

generality, we can assume that {a,x") — y, E H weakly. Hence, for each / G H,

<«,*,"•/>- <>',./>• For each F = (/) G !,(//) = C*(S, H), since

1 <«,<■/>- 2 <«X'-/>i=i i=i
it is easily verified that

n(«^"))= 2 <«,*,"./>- i <v,/>=F((.n)).
;=1 1=1

That is K is weakly conditionally compact and we conclude that T is weakly

compact. Furthermore T is one-to-one and onto iff an ¥= 0 for each n.

I would like to thank the referee for pointing out Dobrakov's result [7] to me. It

shortens the proofs of Example 4.1 in the original version of the manuscript.
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